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\bstract The response at the surface of a layered trans
rersely isotropic medium due to a buried dislocation 
murce can be expressed by using propagator matrices 
md discrete wavenumber summation. These operations 
>roduce complete seismograms for earth-quake or ex
>losion sources which include all body- and surface
,vave phases for this specialized anisotropic structure. 
.n order to test the numerical procedures, synthetic 
.eismograms at near distances for an isotropic model 
tre compared with those generated by other methods. 
fhe agreement is found to be satisfactory in all cases. 
::omparisons of synthetic seismograms for anisotropic 
nodels having a small degree of anisotropy with simi
ar but isotropic models, show that significant differ
~nces in travel times, amplitudes and wave forms can 
>e caused by the anisotropy. 

:(ey words: Anisotropy - Transverse isotropy - Pro
mgator matrices - Wavenumber summation - Syn
. hetic seismogram 

; ntroduction 

·n recent years, increasing numbers of observational 
· tudies have required interpretations in terms of aniso
ropic elastic properties. These have included regional 
tudies (e.g. Schlue and Knopoff, 1977; Yu and Mit
:hell, 1979; Cara et al., 1980) and global studies (e.g. 
\nderson and Dziewonski, 1982; Tanimoto and Ander
on, 1984) of seismic surface waves, observations of 
Lzimuthal variations of body-wave velocities (e.g. Bam
ord and Crampin, 1977; Kogan, 1984) and obser
rations of shear-wave splitting (e.g. Bezgodkov and 
Yegorkina, 1984). These and other studies have pro
·1ided strong support for the existence of wide-spread 
misotropy with consistent orientation in at least some 
egions of the earth as first proposed by Hess (1964). 

·)uch anisotropy may be caused by a variety of mecha
.1isms including preferred crystal orientation, aligned 
:racks and rheological alignments. 

The theoretical formulation required for computing 
urface-wave velocities in stratified anisotropic media 
Nhich is transversely isotropic with a vertical axis of 
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symmetry was developed by Anderson (1961) and Har
krider and Anderson (1962), and in general anisotropic 
media by Crampin (1970) and Crampin and Taylor 
(1971). It has also been possible to compute synthetic 
seismograms for body waves in general anisotropic me
dia (Keith and Crampin, 1977). Synthesis schemes have 
also been developed for general anisotropy in stratified 
media (Booth and Crampin, 1983; Fryer and Frazer, 
1984) by using Kennett's (1974) reflectivity approach. 

This study presents a method for computing com
plete seismograms, which include all phases which trav
erse an anisotropic medium which is transversely iso
tropic with a vertical axis of symmetry. This type of 
anisotropy has been observed in some sediments (Ro
bertson and Corigan, 1983) and may be expected to 
occur in planar igneous bodies or floating ice-sheets. It 
has also been proposed that this type of anisotropy 
occurs in the asthenosphere (Schlue and Knopoff, 1977) 
where molten inclusions have been modeled as flat, 
penny-shaped cracks . 

We begin by using expressions from Takeuchi and 
Saito (1972) for surface-wave displacements and stresses 
in cylindrical coordinates. Those equations are based 
on an earlier formulation by Alterman et al. (1959). In 
the present paper we assume that the earth is com
posed of transversely isotropic layers overlying a half
space which may also be transversely isotropic. We 
compute the response of the medium to a point dislo
cation source using propagator matrices (Gilbert and 
Backus, 1966) and discrete wavenumber integration 
(Bouchon, 1981). We verify our computations of ground 
motion time history by comparing results for an isotro
pic model with results obtained using existing methods. 

Theory 

We define our model as N -1 homogeneous, anisotro
pic (transversely isotropic with vertical axis of symmetry) 
or isotropic layers overlying a half-space. With this 
symmetry, each anisotropic layer is characterized by 
five elastic constants A, C, L, N, F as defined by Love 
(1927, p. 160) and density p. A and C are related to 
dilatational wave velocity and L and N to shear wave 
velocity. Three kinds of plane waves corresponding to 
P, SV, and SH waves in isotropic media can be trans
mitted independently (Matuzawa, 1943). The velocities 
of such waves are as follows, for horizontal trans-
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mission: 

A 2 
-=IY.H 
p 

for P waves 

£_132 - v 
p 

for SV waves (1) 

N -132 - H 
p 

for SH waves 

and for vertical transmission: 

c 2 for P waves -=IY.v 
p 

L -132 for S waves. - v 
p 

(2) 

For the isotropic case, A = C =Jc+ 2 µ, L = N = µ and F 
=A (Love, 1927) where A and µ are Lame's constants. 
A cylindrical coordinate system (r, <p, z) is chosen with 
the origin on the free surface just above the source, 
with the z-axis taken positive downward. 

We have rearranged Takeuchi and Saito's (1972) 
Eqs. 46 and 62, for SH and P - SV cases, respectively, 
to obtain 

(3) 

where f 1 , f 2 and f 5 are variables proportional to radial, 
vertical and transverse components of displacement and 
f 3 , f 4 and f 6 are proportional to vertical, radial and 
tangential components of stress, respectively. k and w 
represent horizontal wavenumber and angular fre
quency, respectively. 

Equation (3) in matrix form 

df 
-=Q(z)f(z) 
dz 

(4) 

is a system of n linear homogeneous ordinary differen
tial equations for the functions f;(z), i = 1, 2, ... , n. Here 
Q(z) is a matrix representing material properties. An 
essential requirement of the propagator matrix method 
is that these properties are uniform within each layer 
(Gilbert and Backus, 1966). The solution of Eq. (4) is, 
using Sylvester's theorem, 

f (z) = e<z-zo)Q(z) f (zo) 

=af(z0 ) (5) 

where z0 is a reference depth. The function e<z-zo)Q(z) 

=a is called the matricant, matrizant or layer matrix 
for a homogeneous medium. Using the familiar E ma
trix (Haskell 1953, Harkrider 1964), the most general 
solution of Eq. (4) is 

f =EAK 
and 

a=EAE- 1 

(6) 

(7) 

where E is the eigenvector matrix of Q(z) (Appendix 
A), A is a diagonal matrix which explains the phase 
variation along the depth direction and consists of ei
genvalues of Q(z), and K is a constant vector which 
consists of coefficients of both up-going and down
going waves. Expressions for these quantities are 

(8) 

where v1 , v2 and v3 are eigenvalues of Q(z), and 

K= [A", B", A', B', C", C']T. (9) 

In this expression " refers to up-going waves and ' 
refers to down-going waves. v1 and v2 are roots of the 
equation 

v4- +----[ k2 A - w2 p k2 L - w2 p 

L C 
k 2 (F +L)2 ] 

CL 
(k2 L-w2 p)(k2 A-w2 p) 

+ =0 CL 

and v3 is obtained from 

Nk 2 -w2 p v2 ____ _ 
3 L 

v2 

(10) 

(11) 

For the isotropic case, there are only two eigenvalues 

2 

V2=k2-~ 
~ IY.2 

2 

v2=k2-~ 
f! 132 

where a, /3 are P-, S-wave velocities respectively. 

(12) 

The derivation of the relation between surface dis
placements and wave coefficients in the half-space, in 
terms of KN (N stands for half-space) is given for an 
isotropic medium by Wang and Herrmann (1980) and 
Wang (1981) as 

KN=XS+RU)1 

where 

X =EN 1aN_1 ... !Y.m(dm-hm) 

z = am(hm) ... IY.1 

R=XZ=E; 1aN_ 1 ... a1. 

(13) 

(14) 

S is the source vector for a double-couple or explosion 
source (Appendix B) and (f) 1 is the surface value off. 
dm is the thickness of the m-th layer containing the 
source with depth hm beneath the m - 1 interface. At the 
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free surface, stresses will vanish, yielding 

In the half-space, there are no up-going waves, so 

KN= [O, 0, A~, B~, 0, C~]T. 

The function f on the free surface becomes 

(15) 

(16) 

i=l, ... , 4 

(17) 

(f5 ) 1=(-l)X5 ;S; i=5,6. 
Rss 

(18) 

For numerical accuracy in computation, relation (17) 
can be written as a compound matrix (Rl~~=RikRi 1 
-Ru Rik), 

(19) 

where from (14) and Dunkin (1965), 

x112_E-1l12 Im" lq' lst 
ij - N mnaN-1 op ... am+l st am ij 

Rll2_E-1112 lmn lqr 1st 12- N mnaN-lop···a2stall2" 

(20) 

These matrices are listed in Appendix A. The advan
tages of using compound matrices have been discussed 
in several previous publications (Knopoff, 1964; Dun
kin, 1965; Gilbert and Backus, 1966). We have found 
that the use of analytical expressions for compound 
matrices is more stable than element multiplication for 
computations. 

Integral solution and times histories 

For a point source, the free surface displacements are: 

uz(r, cp, 0, w) 
00 00 

2 I J Yt(r,cp)f2 (w,k)kdk, 
nm=-00 0 

(19a) 

u,(r, cp, 0, w) 

1 00 00 [a y;m 1 a y;m ] 
-2 L J + f1(w, k)+-+ f 5 (w, k) dk, 

n m=-oo o ur r ucp 
(19b) 

u<P(r, cp, 0, w) 

1 00 00 [ 1 a y;m a y;m ] 
-2 L J -+ f1(w, k)-+ f 5 (w, k) dk 

nm=-ooO r ucp ur 
(19c) 

where Yt(r, cp)=Jm(kr)eimq> m=O, ± 1, ±2, ... (Takeuchi 
and Saito, 1972). 

For a buried double-couple source without moment, 
with unit vector n=(n1, n2 , n3) normal to the fault and 
v=(v 1, v2, v3) in the direction of the force (Haskell, 
1963; Saito, 1967; Takeuchi and Saito, 1972), the Fou
rier transformed displacements at the free surface at a 
distance r from the origin (Wang and Herrmann, 1980; 
Herrmann and Wang, 1985) are 

uz(r, 0, w) 

=ZSS[(v1 n1 -v2 n2) cos 2cp +(v 1 n2 + v2 n1) sin 2cp] 

+ZDS[(v1 n3 +v 3 n1) cos cp+(v 2 n3 + v3 n2 ) sincp] 
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+ZDD[v3 n3 ], (20a) 

u,(r, 0, w) 

=RSS[(v1 n1 -v2 n2 ) cos 2cp +(v 1 n2 + v2 n1) sin 2cp] 

+RDS[(v1 n3 +v 3 n1) coscp +(v2 n3 +v 3 n2) sincp] 

+RDD[v3 n3], (20b) 

u<P(r, 0, w) 

= TSS[(v1 n1 -v2 n2 ) sin 2cp-(v1 n2 + v2n1) cos 2cp] 

+ TDS[(v 1 n3 + v3 n1) sin cp-(v 2 n3 + v3 n2 ) cos cp]. 
(20c) 

In the notations ZDD, ZDS, ZSS, RDD, RDS, RSS, 
TDS and TSS, the first letter refers to component (Z -
vertical, R - radial and T - tangential) and the last two 
letters refer to one of the three fundamental shear dislo
cations of Harkrider (1976). DD refers to 45° dip-slip, 
DS to 90° dip-slip and SS to pure strike-slip motion. 

Integral representations of the displacement in the 
frequency domain in Eqs. 19 and 20 are summarized in 
general form as 

00 

Im= J F(k, w)Jm(kr)dk m=O, 1, 2 (21) 
0 

where the kernel F(k, w) (Appendix B) is a function of 
wavenumber, frequency, source depth and layer param
eters. The wavenumber integration (21) can be evaluat
ed by a discrete wavenumber summation described by 
Bouchon (1981). Yao and Harkrider (1983) discussed 
details of this technique. The wavenumber sample in
terval (dk) and total number of samples depend on the 
distance, frequency, the depth of the source and the 
layer parameters. To obtain a complete seismogram, 
the wavenumber summation method requires very 
dense wavenumber sampling. This requires extensive 
computation time and large amounts of computer 
memory. In order to efficiently use time and space, 
sampling may be optimized with the distance of com
putation, frequency, layer parameters and depth of the 
source. Some criteria for deciding on the wavenumber 
sampling interval (dk) had been discussed by Bouchon 
( 1981 ). 

To avoid the influence of singularities of the kernel 
F(k, w), two techniques can be used (Bouchon, 1981). 
Frequency can be made complex or attenuation can be 
introduced into the computations to make the veloci
ties complex. In the present study, we have chosen the 
first technique. We later remove the imaginary part of 
the frequency (damping factor) from the time-domain 
solution. 

The time-domain response, in general is 

00 

u(t)= J S(w)u(w)ei"'tdw (22) 
- 00 

where S(w) is the frequency-domain response of the 
source-time function. In our test cases we have used a 
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F i g. 1. Synthetic seismograms at a distance of 75 km, for a source at a depth of 10 km, using present computations (upper trace) 
and results of Herrmann and Wang (1985) (lower trace). Ground velocity is computed over a time interval between 11.30 and 
43.05 s. The numerical value adjacent to each trace is the peak ground velocity in units of emf s. EP refers to an explosion 
source. Both seismograms are computed for the isotropic model given in Table 1 

Fig. 2. Synthetic seismograms at a distance of 75 km, for a source at a depth of 10 km, using methods of this study for an 
isotropic model (upper trace) and an anisotropic model (lower trace). Ground velocity is computed over a time interval between 
11.30 and 43.05 s 

Table 1. Layer parameters for the test models 

d CXH CXy /Jv /JH ti p 
(km) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (gm/cm3

) 

Isotropic simple crustal models 

40 6.15 6.15 3.55 3.55 3.552 2.8 
8.09 8.09 4.67 4.67 4.6723 3.3 

Anisotropic simple crustal model 

40 6.15 5.8425 3.195 3.55 3.525 2.8 
8.09 8.09 4.67 4.67 4.6723 3.3 

where ti=v~· 
parabolic pulse (Herrmann, 1979) as a source-time 
function. 

We used the simple crustal model in Table 1 for 
testing the program with an isotropic model. This mod
el was used by Herrmann and Wang (1985) and allows 
us to compare our computational results with those of 
other methods. The velocity response at a distance of 
75 km for a source depth of 10 km and sampling in
terval of 0.25 s, using present computations (upper 
trace), are compared with results of Hermann and 
Wang (1985) (lower trace) in Fig. 1. This comparison 
shows that our new algorithm provides results which 
are consistent with other methods for a model with 
isotropic elastic parameters (A= C =A.+ 2 µ, L = N = µ 
and F= A.). 

Numerical examples for anisotropic medium 

We alter the isotropic crustal model in Table 1 to ob
tain an anisotropic model on which to perform numeri-

ZDD ROD 
I 2 3 't 1 2 J 't 

K ~ ~ f / 0p t ~ 

ZDS RDS 
l 1 2 

i ' \, 
TDS zss 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

I t- -t / ~<& 
RSS TSS 

l 2 3 I 

/ ~ <j / 
ZEP REP 

1 2 3 't 1 2 3 't 

/ ~ + _I:, / • • ..... 

Fig. 3. Particle motion diagrams for different time windows of 
seismograms in Fig. 2 

cal tests. For the anisotropic model, the velocity of the 
vertically traveling P wave is decreased by 5 % and that 
of the vertically traveling S wave is decreased by 10 % 
compared to the velocities in the isotropic model. The 
synthetics obtained for this model are compared to 
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Incidence Angle Z Relative Amplitude Incidence Angle R Relative Amplitude Incidence Angle T Relative Amplitude 
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Fig. 4. a Vertical-component seismograms at different incidence angles for an isotropic half-space (upper trace) and an 
anisotropic half-space (lower trace) from a source buried at a depth of 40 km. A pure vertical strike-slip focal mechanism is used. 
The duration of each seismogram is 64 s with sampling interval of 0.25 s. The seismograms were recorded at an azimuth of 0° 
from the strike direction of the source. b Radial-component seismograms for the same model and source as those described in 
Fig. 4a. c Transverse-component seismograms for the same model and source as those described in Fig. 4a 

those for the isotropic case in Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1, they 
pertain to a distance of 75 km, a source depth of 10 km 
and a sampling interval of 0.25 s. The seismograms are 
plotted adjacent to one another for easy comparison, 
the upper trace pertaining to the isotropic case and 
lower trace to the anisotropic case. Notable differences 
occur in the amplitudes and phases between each pair 
of seismograms. In the transverse components (TDS 
and TSS), the primary S phases arrive at the same time 
because the wave at this distance is traveling nearly 
horizontally, so the S-wave velocity is nearly identical 
for both the isotropic and anisotropic case. Later pha
ses arrive at different times because of splitting of the 
shear waves. Interesting phases are observed on the 
vertical (ZDD, ZDS, ZSS, ZEP) and radial (RDD, 
RDS, RSS, REP) components. At this distance the S 
wave arrives later for the anisotropic model and the 
shape of the seismogram differs from that for the iso
tropic model. 

Figure 3 shows the particle motion for the different 
time windows in Fig. 2. The horizontal axis represents 
motion for the isotropic model and the vertical axis for 
the anisotropic model. From the particle motion plot, 
we see that the motion for the P phases is almost the 
same even though the velocity variation is 5 %. For the 
vertical and radial components, the S and Rayleigh 
wave portions of the seismograms (window 2 for ZDD, 
RDD, RDS, ZSS and window 1 for ZDS in Figs. 2 and 
3) for the isotropic case lead those for the anisotropic 
case by more than 90°. Notable difference also occur in 
the amplitudes and times of the later arrivals. 

In a general anisotropic medium, the energy travel
ing in the group-velocity direction does not necessary 
coincide with the phase-velocity direction (Crampin, 
1981). This deviation depends on the type of symmetry 
in the medium, the type of wave and the propagation 

direction of the wave. Polarization angles of the various 
waves give some idea of the nature of the anisotropy, 
provided that the source or other effects do not cause 
anomalous particle motion in the observed seismo
grams. 

In a transversely isotropic medium, fundamental
mode waves travel along their phase-velocity direction, 
but compressional waves are not, in general, parallel to, 
nor are the shear waves perpendicular to, the phase
velocity direction. For a vertical axis of symmetry, the 
phase velocity varies with incidence angle. To illustrate 
the different phenomena in transversely isotropic me
dia, we have computed individual synthetic seismo
grams at different incidence angles for a pure strike-slip 
dislocation source in both an isotropic medium and an 
anisotropic medium. Both models consist of a semi
infinite half-space with the parameters of the upper 
layer of the model in Table 1. The incidence angle is 
measured from the downward normal to the surface. 
Seismograms were computed at 14 different distances 
with an interval in incidence angle of 5°. All com
putations were for an azimuth of 0° from a source with 
a depth of 40 km. With this configuration, both verti
cally and horizontally polarized shear waves will be 
present. The seismograms are shown in Fig. 4a-c for 
vertical, radial and transverse components, respectively. 
In these figures, the upper trace pertains to the isotro
pic model and the lower trace to the anisotropic model. 
For the vertical and radial components, the shear wave 
is an SV wave and for the transverse component it is 
an SH wave. From the figures, SV waves in the aniso
tropic medium appear later than those in the isotropic 
medium when the wave propagates vertically and hor
izontally. For the transverse component, the SH wave 
in the anisotropic model arrives substantially later than 
that in the isotropic model at short distances but comes 
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closer and closer to it as the waves travel more hori
zontally at larger distances. This phenomenon was ob
served in near surface shale by Robertson and Corrigan 
(1983) and has been explained by Crampin (1981) and 
Peacock and Crampin (1985). 

Conclusions 

We have developed a method to compute complete 
synthetic seismograms, including all body and surface 
waves, generated in a transversely isotropic medium by 
a dislocation or explosion source. These seismograms 
can include very high frequencies, thus making it possi
ble to study regional phases in various frequency 
bands. To obtain a complete seismogram, the wave
number summation method requires very dense wave
number sampling. This requires extensive computation 
time and large amounts of computer memory. In order 
to efficiently use time and space, sampling may be 
optimized with the distance of computation, frequency, 
layer parameters and depth of the source. We have 
performed these computations using propagator ma
trices and the discrete wavenumber summation method 
and have verified the algorithm by comparing results 
for a simple crustal model with results observed using 
other isotropic methods. A comparison of time his
tories of the wave motion for a transversely isotropic 
model with that predicted for an isotropic model shows 
that amplitudes and wave forms of both body and 
surface waves, as well as travel times, can be markedly 
altered by the presence of anisotropy. 

Appendix A: Layer matrices for transversely isotropic media 

Notation 

p=density; w=frequency; k=wavenumber; vi, i=l,2,3.are 
eigenvalues as defined in the main text. 

kvJF+L) 

Yi= w2 p-k2 L+v? C' 

Xi= Cviyi-kF, 

Y;=L(vi+ky;), 

i = 1, 2 for P-SV case. 

a=--
Xz-X1' 

1 
b----

yl Y2-Y2Y1' 

P=v1 z; Q=v2z, 

CP=coshP; CQ=coshQ, 

SP=sinhP; SQ=sinhQ. 

E matrix: 

0 0 

Y1 Yz -yl -yz 0 0 

Xi Xz X1 Xz 0 0 
E= 

Y1 Yz -Yi -Yz 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 LV3 -Lv3 

E- 1 matrix: 

aX 2 -bY2 -a byz 0 0 

-aX1 bY1 a -by! 0 0 

aX2 b Y2 -a -byz 0 0 

1 
E-1=-

2 

-aX1 -bY1 a byl 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
Lv3 

0 0 0 0 
1 

Lv3 

a matrix: EAE- 1 

a 11 =a(X 2CP-X 1 CQ) 

a12 =h(Y1SQ- Y2SP) 

a 13 =a(CQ-CP) 

a 14 =h(y2SP-y1SQ) 

az1 =a(X2Y1SP-X i YzSQ) 

a 22 = b(Y1 y2 CQ - Y2y 1 CP) 

a23 =a(y2SQ-y1 SP) 

az4=hy1 Yz(CP-CQ) 

a31 =aX 1X 2(CP-CQ) 

a32 =h(X 2 Y1SQ-X1 Y2SP) 

a33 =a(X 2CQ-X 1 CP) 

a34 =h(X1y2SP-X 2 y1 SQ) 

a41 =a(X 2 Y1SP-X1 Y2SQ) 

a42 =hY1 Y2(CQ-CP) 

a43 =a(Y2SQ- Y1 SP) 

a44=h(Y1 Yz CP-Y2Y1 CQ) 

a 55 =coshv3z 

1 . 
a 56 =-smh v3z 

Lv 3 

a65 =LV3 sinh V3Z 

a 66 = cosh v3 z 

Compound layer matrix: 

alJ~ =al~! =a b[(X 1 Y2 Yi+ X 2 Y1 y2) CPCQ 

-(X 1 Y1 Yz +X2 Y2Y1) 

-(X 1 Yz Yz + X 2 Y1 Y1)SPSQ] 

alg=al~!=a[y 2 CPSQ-y 1 CQSP] 

al~; =al~! =ab[y1y2(X2+X 1)(1-CPCQ) 

+(X 2 YI +X 1 y~)SPSQ] 

ali~ =al~! =ab[(Y1 y2 + Y2 y1)( CPCQ-1) 

-(Y1 Yi+ YzYz)SPSQ] 

ali; =al~!= b[y 1 CPSQ-y 2 CQSP] 

al~; =ab[2y 1 y2(CPCQ-1)-(yI + y~)SPSQ] 

al:i =ali!=h[X 2 Y1CPSQ-X 1 Y2 CQSP] 

al:~=al~!=CPCQ 

al:! =al~!=h[X 1 Yz CQSP-X 2Y1 CPSQ] 

alg =ali!=h[Y1 CPSQ- Y2 CQSP] 

13 b al 24 = --SPSQ 
a 
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alii:=al~j=ab[Y1 Y2(X 1 +X2)(CPCQ-l) 

-(X1 Y22+X2 Y12)SPSQ] 

alij=al~j=a[Y2 CPSQ-Y1 CQSP] 

ali!=alg=ab[(X2 Y1 y2+X1 Y2Y1) 

-(X1 Y1 Y2+X2 Y2Y1)CPCQ 

+(X 1 Y2 Y2 +X 2 Y1 Y1)SPSQ] 

alij=ab[2 Y1 Y2(CPCQ-1)-(Y12 + Yz2)SPSQ] 

alg =ali!=ab[X 1X 2(Y1 Y2 + Y2 y1)(l - CPCQ) 

+(X~ Y1 y1 +Xi Y2 y2)SPSQ] 

alij=alf!=a[X2y1 CQSP-X 1 y2 CPSQ] 

alfI =a b[2X 1 X 2 y1 y2( CPCQ-1)-(Xf y~ + X~yf)SPSQ] 

alfi:=alij=a[X 1 Y2 CPSQ-X 2 Y1 CQSP] 

24 a 
al 13 = -bSPSQ 

alfi:=ab[2X 1X 2 Y1 Y2(CPCQ-l)-(Xf Y12+ Y12 Y22)SPSQ] 

E- 1 ll/ matrix 

-1 12 1 E l12 = 4ab(X2 Y1 -X1 Y2) 

E-1112_~ 
13- 4 

-1 i2 ab 
E l14=4(X1Y2-X2Yil 

-1 12 ab 
E izJ=4(Y1-Y2) 

E-1112_ -~ 
24- 4 

-1 12 ab 
E l34=4(Y1-Y2) 

Appendix B 

Integrals: I 
00 

ZDD=J F1(k,w)J0 (kr)kdk 
0 

00 

RDD= - J F2(k, w)J1 (kr)kdk 
0 

00 

ZDS=J F3 (k,w)J1 (kr)kdk 
0 

00 

RDS= J F4 (k, w)J0 (kr)kdk 
0 

00 

TDS = J F9 (k, w)J0 (kr)kdk 
0 

00 

ZSS = J F5 (k, w)J2(kr)kdk 
0 

00 

RSS = J F6 (k, w)Ji(kr)kdk 
0 

00 

TSS = J F10 (k,w)J1 (kr)kdk 
0 

00 

ZEP = J F7 (k, w)J0 (kr)kdk 
0 

00 

REP= - J F8 (k,w)J1(kr)kdk 
0 

Kernels: F;(k, w) 

F1 (k, w)=~112 [Sg(-XlgZ11 +Xli~Z31 +XliiZ41 ) 
R 12 

+S~(XliiZ11 +XliiZ21 +XljiZ31lJ 

F2(k, w)=~ [Sg(-x1gz12+Xli~Z32+XliiZd 
Rl12 

+S~(Xlii Z 12 +Xiii Z 22 +Xlji ZJZl] 

F3 (k, w)= SIL [Xlg Z21 +x1g Z31 +XliiZ41] 
R 12 

F4 (k, w)= - s: 2 [XlgZ22+Xli~Z32+XliiZ42J 
Rl12 

F5 (k, w)= - Sl~ 2 [XliiZ11 +XliiZ21 +XljiZ31] 
R 12 

F6(k, w)= sl~2 [XliiZ12 +XliiZ22 +Xl~~Zd 
R 12 

F7 (k, w)=~ [S~(-Xlgz11 +XlgZ3 1 +XliiZ41) 
Rl12 

+S!(Xli~Z11 +XliiZ2 1 +XljiZ31)J 

F8 (k, w)=~ [S~(-Xli~Z 12 +Xli~Z32 +Xli~Zd 
Rl12 

+S!(XliiZ12 +XliiZ22 +XIUZJZl] 

s1 x 
F(k w)=-~ 

9 ' Rss 

s~xs6 
F10 (k, w)= ---

Rss 

Source matrices: sm, m=O, 1, 2 

Dislocation source 

2L 

0 

0 
S 1 =M0 (w) 

0 

2L 
0 

0 

c 

for 45° dip-slip. 

0 

for vertical dip-slip. 
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0 

0 

0 

S2 =M0 (w) 
ik 

2 
for vertical strike-slip. 

0 

k 
-

2 

Here M0 (w) is the seismic moment. 

Explosion source 

0 
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